HOW MUTUALLY
BENEFICIAL
RELATIONSHIPS
LEAD TO BETTER
BUSINESS

SUCCESS IS NOT A

“

“The support and expertise provided by
ADM Cloud & Services allows us to be
secure with our launch strategy for
Acronis in Colombia. Getting accurate
information such as a price strategy
from a credible distributor with proven
success gives us a clear view on the
expectations and the impact it will have
on our business. The opportunity to
learn from this relationship has been a
tremendous advantage as part of the GCN
Group.”

SOLITARY AFFAIR.
By leveraging the relationships as
members
of
GCN
Group’s
global
alliance, SED Colombia will be able to
successfully integrate Acronis into
their
vendor
portfolio
through
utilizing the expertise and strategic
product knowledge of ADM Cloud &
Services.
Developing value-aligned relationships
are key to fostering synergy and a
strategic way for businesses to scale
innovation
and
solve
complex
challenges. The GCN Group harnesses
the
industry-based
expertise
and
abilities from all corners of our
network to discover new ways to drive
collaborative innovation and internal
partnerships.

“

John Virguez, Commericial Director

“

“As part of a global network, the best
way forward is through collaboration and
learning from each other. By sharing
best practices and providing SED
Colombia our expertise with Acronis, we
are not only benefiting from additional
volume on sales but also helping the GCN
Group grow and unite as largest digital
network of partners. It’s a win-win for
everyone.”
Victor Orive, CEO

“

LEANING INTO EACH OTHER’S STRENGTHS.
By focusing on a common goal and complementary strengths, SED Colombia and ADM Cloud &
Services will ensure successful outcomes for each other. In return for their support in
building the launch strategy for Acronis in Colombia, ADM Cloud & Services will also
benefit from the volume of sales. Their genuine approach to invest in SED Colombia today
will generate new lines of profitability in the future and result in higher power of
negotiation.

